I Don’t Have a Diagnosis for You: Preparing Medical Students to Communicate Diagnostic Uncertainty in the Emergency Department
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Abstract

Introduction: Diagnostic uncertainty abounds in medicine, and communication of that uncertainty is critical to the delivery of high-quality patient care. While there has been training in communicating diagnostic uncertainty directed towards residents, a gap remains in preparing medical students to understand and communicate diagnostic uncertainty. We developed a session to introduce medical students to diagnostic uncertainty and to practice communicating uncertainty using a checklist during role-play patient conversations.

Methods: This virtual session was conducted for third-year medical students at the conclusion of their core clerkships. It consisted of prework, didactic lecture, peer role-play, and debriefing. The prework included reflection prompts and an interactive online module. The role-play featured a patient complaining of abdominal pain being discharged from the emergency department without a confirmed diagnosis. Students participated in the role of patient, provider, or observer.

Results: Data from an anonymous postsession survey (76% response rate; 202 of 265 students) indicated that most students (82%; 152 of 185) felt more comfortable communicating diagnostic uncertainty after the session. A majority (83%; 166 of 201) indicated the session was useful, and most (81%; 149 of 184) indicated it should be included in the curriculum.

Discussion: This virtual session requires few facilitators; has peer role-play, eliminating the need for standardized patients; and is adaptable for in-person teaching. As its goal was to introduce an approach to communicating diagnostic uncertainty, not achieve mastery, students were not individually assessed for proficiency using the Uncertainty Communication Checklist. Students felt the session intervention was valuable.
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Educational Objectives

By the end of this activity, learners will be able to:

1. Define diagnostic uncertainty.
2. Discuss the impact diagnostic uncertainty has on patient care.
3. Explain the importance of effectively communicating diagnostic uncertainty to patients.
4. Describe key steps in communicating diagnostic uncertainty.
5. Participate in a conversation where diagnostic uncertainty is communicated to a patient at the point of discharge.

Introduction

Effective communication skills are critical to providing high-quality care to patients. Consequently, training interventions aimed at developing these skills in medical trainees are common, but patient-physician communication often requires clinicians to navigate situations complicated by uncertainty.

Diagnostic uncertainty is an innate part of medicine and has been defined as "the subjective perception of an inability to provide an accurate explanation of the patient's health problem." The way in which this particular form of uncertainty is communicated to patients has implications for the patient's perception of physician competence and visit satisfaction. A survey conducted in 2015 revealed that 37% of patients were discharged from the
emergency department (ED) with an uncertain diagnosis. In addition, the way in which providers respond to uncertainty impacts patient care. In a study conducted on internal medicine residents, investigators found that resident uncertainty results in delays of care and patient harm. Dr. Kristin Rising and colleagues found that nearly half of surveyed emergency medicine residents found difficulty with conversations involving diagnostic uncertainty and that 51% had a strong desire for additional training. Of participants, 62% reported that medical school training had prepared them not at all or minimally for these conversations. Despite this recognized challenge in communication, most existing interventions aim to improve communication skills or reasoning under uncertainty, but there are few interventions aimed at educating medical students on how to communicate uncertainty to patients or to tolerate uncertainty.

Intolerance of uncertainty, defined as one’s tendency to consider the occurrence of negative events as unacceptable independent of the probability of that occurrence, can be measured using the Intolerance of Uncertainty Scale (IUS). For clinicians, higher scores on the IUS correlate with failure to comply with evidence-based guidelines, increased test ordering, withholding information from patients and families, and higher likelihood of burnout. Increasing self-compassion is one way to cope with the stress associated with reconciling uncertainty encountered in clinical practice, as shown by Martin Delaney’s study conducted with nurses. Increasing self-compassion can be measured using instruments such as the Self-Compassion Scale. Higher self-compassion scores are correlated with decreased stress, burnout, and depression.

To address this, we designed a session for third-year medical students to (1) assess self-compassion, (2) introduce tools to communicate diagnostic uncertainty, and (3) participate in a simulated conversation where diagnostic uncertainty was communicated to a patient using a tool. We focused on the Uncertainty Communication Checklist (UCC), which was developed to establish an approach for effective discharge communication in the ED. Both the items and the wording of the steps in the UCC were devised with help from patients to create a tool that ensured the best patient experience while also including relevant test results, next steps, and reasons to return to care. The session featured prework, didactic lecture materials, and a peer role-play case, and was intended for third-year students who had completed their core clerkships and had gained experiences with diagnostic uncertainty to reflect upon. Because of the impact that intolerance of uncertainty and self-compassion have on patient and physician experiences, we added the Self-Compassion Scale as a reflective component to the prework and didactic lecture.

Methods

To better prepare medical students for the communication scenarios they will encounter as residents and physicians, we developed a flipped classroom session to expose undergraduate medical students to tools for communicating diagnostic uncertainty in an ED discharge encounter setting, including the UCC (Appendix A), a 21-item tool developed to train and assess medical providers in effectively communicating uncertainty.

Prework and Preparation

Prior to the session, we assigned students several reflection exercises. The prework reflection prompts (Appendix B) allowed students to think about situations in which they had experienced uncertainty during clinical clerkships. They submitted responses electronically through Canvas LMS (Instructure). We also provided students with links to complete two published instruments with validity evidence in order to measure their comfort with uncertainty (IUS, Appendix C) and their self-compassion (Self-Compassion Scale, Appendix D). We aggregated the data from these scales and incorporated them into the initial lecture during the session.

The final prework item was an online module, which represented the core content for preparing for the session (Appendix E). Authors Kristin Rising, Danielle McCarthy, Kenzie Cameron, Amanda Doty, David Salzman, and Dimitrios Papanagnou developed the interactive module through support from the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality. We created this module using Articulate Rise 360 (Articulate Global) software and designed it to introduce learners to the relevant concepts of uncertainty, as well as the 21 items of the UCC (Appendix A).

The module then introduced the steps needed to effectively communicate diagnostic uncertainty to patients, including a modeled case example and self-testing items to reinforce knowledge. Students signed an attestation to confirm their prework completion prior to the start of the session.

Equipment: In general, this session required few materials for implementation. We used a virtual audiovisual platform with capability for breakout rooms. All students and facilitators needed a computer or tablet device with a functional webcam.
and microphone to be able to access the online meeting and participate in the session.

Given the large number of students participating (the entire third-year class), we planned four separate 90-minute sessions, each designed for simultaneous participation by 60-70 students. We provided students with a link to a virtual, audio-video meeting for each session.

**Personnel:** We recruited facilitators who were either senior residents, fellows, or attending physicians with experience addressing diagnostic uncertainty and moderating small-group discussions. Prior to the session, facilitators were told to review the instructions for each of the student roles, the UCC, and the debriefing questions (Appendix F) in order to be familiar with the material. The debriefing questions in the guide were based on Brookfield’s Critical Incident Questionnaire and were designed to elicit concrete feedback from students concerning their role-play experience.

One instructor presented the initial didactic PowerPoint lecture (Appendix G). A second instructor, who was comfortable working a virtual audiovisual platform, assigned students to breakout rooms during the lecture. An additional four facilitators facilitated the small-group debriefing sessions.

**Implementation**

We instructed students to complete an attestation to acknowledge that the required presession work had been completed before attending the session. Once students submitted the attestation, they gained access to the virtual platform for the main session.

We began the session with a 20-minute didactic lecture (Appendix G) to expand upon the materials presented in the prework module, underscore the frequency and importance of effectively communicating diagnostic uncertainty, and set the stage for the peer role-play and debriefing session.

Immediately following the initial lecture, we shared role-play instruction documents (Appendix H) for the three roles (patient, provider, and observer) via the virtual meeting chat function. We instructed students to download the document, accept the breakout room invitation, and self-assign one student to each role. They were told that the role-play should take 10 minutes, with 5 minutes allotted for peer-to-peer feedback from the student in the observer role using the UCC.

The peer role-play exercise features a patient presenting to the ED with abdominal pain and needing to be discharged after a complete evaluation and workup without a diagnosis to explain symptoms. We selected this presentation given the frequency of patients presenting with abdominal pain to the ED without a final clinical diagnosis. The scenario was designed for three learners, with one playing the role of the patient, one playing the role of the provider, and one observing the discharge conversation with the intent to provide peer feedback at the end of the exercise.

To encourage emotional engagement, we provided the student playing the role of the patient with contextual information to affectively understand the perspective of the patient (i.e., the patient had recently learned that a friend had been diagnosed with colon cancer and was now concerned that their abdominal pain might be secondary to an underlying malignancy). We also provided the student playing the physician with pertinent information and findings that could support a discharge conversation (i.e., a computed tomography scan of the abdomen that was interpreted as being free of any pathologic abnormalities). Finally, we provided the student observer with a copy of the UCC to assess the conversation as it took place.

Students completed the role-play and then exited their respective breakout rooms to reenter the main virtual platform room for debriefing.

**Debriefing**

Following the role-play, all learners entered one of three virtual platform breakout rooms based on the role that they had played to participate in instructor-led debriefing sessions with 10-12 students. We placed students of the same role together for debriefing to facilitate transit and organization. We held a brief facilitator training in advance of the session to prepare facilitators to have an open discussion about diagnostic uncertainty and share their experiences, while incorporating the specific items on the debriefer guide (Appendix F). As the debrief sessions ended, facilitators directed students to complete postsession evaluations.

**Assessment**

After the debriefing, all participants received an anonymous postsession questionnaire. The survey (Appendix I) contained 10 questions regarding the students’ experiences with the session and about their learning. As a means of gauging learning, we asked students to indicate three actions discussed during the session that they would apply when communicating with a patient during times of diagnostic uncertainty. Using a Likert scale, we solicited students’ self-reported comfort with communicating uncertainty, their rating of the overall usefulness of the session in preparing for diagnostic uncertainty, and their feedback on...
the prework and the session. We also asked students to provide suggestions to improve the session.

Results

The session was run with a total of 265 third-year medical students. After the session, most students (76%; 202 of 265) submitted answers to an anonymous postsession evaluation survey. The majority of respondents (88%; 178 of 202) completed every Likert item on the survey. Data for each item were analyzed independently so that students who completed only a portion of the survey would be included.

Survey results showed that 82% of students (152 of 185) felt either somewhat comfortable or extremely comfortable with communicating diagnostic uncertainty after this session. Most students (83%; 166 of 201) indicated that the session was either moderately useful, very useful, or extremely useful in preparing them to communicate diagnostic uncertainty with a patient.

Survey results revealed the prework module was well received, with 89% of students (162 of 182) indicating that the prework UCC module was either moderately useful, very useful, or extremely useful in preparing them for the session. Additionally, students felt it was useful to reflect on their views of uncertainty before the session, with 81% of students (162 of 199) rating this as moderately useful, very useful, or extremely useful. The majority of students (81%; 149 of 184) felt that session should be included in the formal curriculum moving forward.

As a way to gauge knowledge acquired during the session, students were asked to list three specific actions they would apply in the future when communicating diagnostic uncertainty to their patients. The majority of student respondents (93%; 124 of 132), based on review of the responses by the course directors, did accurately list three specific steps from the UCC.

Learners were also asked to offer suggestions to improve the session in the future. Some key representative quotes from their feedback included the following:

- “The online preparation module was FANTASTIC. It was especially helpful to hear quotes from real patients about how they felt.”
- “I found the modules done beforehand were extremely helpful. I just wish we could have been given more time to prepare with the physician/patient information prior to role playing. It is difficult to scan an encounter on a word document briefly and then have a long, meaningful conversation.”
- “I think it would be beneficial to allow students to participate in more than one role.”

Discussion

Our uncertainty session was well received by medical students and proved to be a feasible and valuable experience for learning and practicing the skills associated with communicating diagnostic uncertainty. Survey results revealed the prework effectively primed the discussion of the importance of communicating uncertainty and set the stage for student engagement in the role-play encounter. Students felt the online prework reflections and module were valuable. The online prework was designed to allow students to reflect on their prior experience with uncertainty, self-assess their own comfort with uncertainty and a particular skill related to comfort with uncertainty (self-compassion), and then provide a framework for communication of diagnostic uncertainty prior to entering the session. This prework can be scaled down if these topics are addressed elsewhere in a curriculum.

For developing a skill like communicating uncertainty, role-play with a dedicated debriefing is an ideal instructional modality. It affords students the opportunity to gain simulated experience having difficult conversations with patients during times of diagnostic uncertainty while using the checklist for guiding prompts. Importantly, this benefit was not limited to students playing the role of the provider. Students who played the role of the patient and observer also felt more comfortable with communicating diagnostic uncertainty following the session. By completing the role-play in breakout rooms containing only students, the stress of assessment was avoided, and learners were given the opportunity to practice more freely. The facilitator-guided debriefing sessions allowed the students to self-reflect on how they performed during the role-play and to discuss lessons learned with their peers.

Limitations

Given the amount of curricular prework assigned to students, we decided against a pre-post survey design for assessing student learning. This represented a major limitation in our ability to specifically measure learning among the students who participated. Additionally, we decided not to evaluate students’ performance using the UCC during the role-play. The UCC was developed for clinicians working in an ED setting, but this session was designed for all medical students who completed their core clerkships, regardless of their future clinical interest. For this reason, we aimed to more broadly introduce the concepts of uncertainty and the impact that effectively communicating
uncertainty has on patient care using the specific example of a patient being discharged from the ED with an uncertain diagnosis to ground the material. This session was focused on the content that the provider should bring into the uncertainty conversations. The methods used to deliver this message, specifically teach-back, empathetic questions, and shared decision-making, are taught in other parts of our curriculum.

Lessons Learned
After reflecting on our experiences with the session and reviewing participant feedback, we suggest that others implementing this training eliminate the observer role entirely. Instead, participants should be broken down into pairs (i.e., one student plays the role of the patient, and another student plays the role of the physician). Additionally, debrief sessions should include students who played different roles to allow students to hear more varied experiences. Finally, we recommend that more time be allotted for the role-play, with dedicated time to review instructions and truly get into character to fully maximize the patient's affective state.

Future Adaptations
This session could be easily adopted at other medical schools to introduce medical students to effectively communicating diagnostic uncertainty. One key feature of this session that makes it convenient to use is the lack of standardized patients, which helps to keep the session execution cost low. Another key feature is the session's adaptability to different audience sizes, settings, and roles. Depending on the size of the learner audience, the number of small-group debriefs can be scaled up or down. Similarly, this session was hosted virtually but can easily be adapted to an in-person format. Lastly, residents and other health care professionals, including nurse practitioners, physician assistants, and other personnel who communicate directly with patients about their diagnosis, could benefit from a similar role-play technique using a validated tool to communicate diagnostic uncertainty to patients. Future sessions should include scenarios representing examples of diagnostic uncertainty that are present in many other specialties and clinical learning contexts.
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